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Bolero Turbo

LIQUID + INSTANT



Bolero Turbo 403

With 4 instant ingredient 

hoppers. Serves, depending 

on ingredients, hot beverages 

like coffee, hot chocolate, 

cappuccino, french vanilla 

and hot water.

Bolero Turbo LA + LV 20

For 2 BIB containers (coffee). 2 

dispense heads for single or dual 

draw off (simultaneous yet 

independent), separate hot water 

outlet. Available in ambient and 

vented versions. BIB = Bag in Box

Bolero Turbo LA + LV 12

For 1 BIB container (coffee) and 

2 hoppers for instant ingredients. 

1 dispense head and separate 

hot water outlet. Available in 

ambient and vented versions. 

BIB = Bag in Box

Bravilor Bonamat’s Bolero Turbo series brews and 

dispenses delicious beverages from liquid and/or 

powdered coffee concentrate in volumes from cups to 

carafes. It’s the ideal solution where 240 cups or more 

can be served a day, reducing coffee preparation costs 

and delivering consistent flavor in every cup. 

Serve extremely large 
volumes of high quality 
beverages at just the 
press of a button! 

The taste of quality worldwide

Bravilor Bonamat’s innovative technology and perfectly designed Liquid Coffee 
machinery delivers superior quality beverages in large volumes every time

Bravilor Bonamat’s highly advanced engineering 

guarantees the best flavor from your valuable coffee 

concentrate, delivering a precise mix ratio every 

time, no adjustments necessary. You can serve large 

volumes of high quality hot beverages in cups or 

decanters at the press of a button! Yes, the Bolero 

Turbo series is unique! It is the most versatile Liquid 

+ Instant Coffee Machine on the market.



LIQUID + INSTANT

The taste of quality worldwide

■ Bolero Turbo’s 12 unique features and benefi ts

6.  No more guessing when to clean! 

Warning signals let the operator know 

it’s time to replace the filter, rinse out 

the machine or that the drip-tray is full. 

7.  Standardized hoppers are easy to 

remove and refill, eliminating 

downtime.

8.  Versatile container sizes: hold from   Versatile container sizes: hold from   

5 oz. to 20 oz. cups and carafes. 

9.   Removable drip-tray catches messy 

spills, keeping your counters clean 

and dry.

10.  Serve not only a perfect cup of coffee, 

but extend your selection with other 

beverages like cappuccino, french 

vanilla or hot chocolate!

11.  Program your own Energy Saving 

Mode reducing energy consumption 

during idle periods. 

12.  Elegant, user friendly European design.

1.  You can brew and serve up to 19.5 1.  You can brew and serve up to 19.5 1.  

gallons of coffee every hour! 

2.  Meet the demands of front-of-house 

and back-of-house dispensing! 

Bravilor Bonamat’s technology lets 

you program to brew the same size 

cup or carafe each time the button is 

pushed. Or, set it to brew 

continuously until the button is 

released. The two buttons can be 

programmed independently, so one 

button can be set to fill a pot while 

the other can be set to fill a cup or 

flow continuously. 

3.  Our unique patented hot water 

system keeps scaling to a minimum, 

keeping the brewer cleaner, longer! 

4. LED backlight and user friendly 

digital screen provide easy to use 

instructions.

5.  Digitally adjustable Powder-to-Water 

Ratio sets easily from the front panel.
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Your Bravilor Bonamat Dealer

We advise 
• Bravilor Bonamat Renegite for descaling

Highlights
•  Maximize your marketing potential by adding your 

branding, signature message and graphics 

•  We can design cabinetry to suit your specific needs 

•  Learn more about our complete program at 

www.bravilor.com/us

www.bravilor.com

The taste of quality worldwide

LIQUID + INSTANT

facebook.com/bravilor.bonamat.bv

Technical Details Bolero Turbo 403 Bolero Turbo LA20 Bolero Turbo LV20 Bolero Turbo LA12 Bolero Turbo LV12

Bag in Box (BIB) - 2 2 1 1

Hopper Capacity 4 x 2.4 Liters - - 2 x 1.3 Liters 2 x 1.3 Liters

Throughput per Hour

120V 5.5 Gallon/21 Liters 5.5 Gallon/21 Liters 5.5 Gallon/21 Liters 5.5 Gallon/21 Liters 5.5 Gallon/21 Liters

208V 15 Gallon/57 Liters 15 Gallon/57 Liters 15 Gallon/57 Liters 15 Gallon/57 Liters 15 Gallon/57 Liters

240V 19.5 Gallon/74 Liters 19.5 Gallon/74 Liters 19.5 Gallon/74 Liters 19.5 Gallon/74 Liters 19.5 Gallon/74 Liters

Rated Power

120V 15A - 1760W 15A - 1760W 15A - 1760W 15A - 1760W 15A - 1760W

208V 23A - 4760W 23A - 4760W 23A - 4760W 23A - 4760W 23A - 4760W

240V 26A - 6260W 26A - 6260W 26A - 6260W 26A - 6260W 26A - 6260W

Dispense Time Single draw-o� Single draw-o� Liquid Liquid

.4 Gallon/ .29 Gallon/ .29 Gallon/ .29 Gallon/ .29 Gallon/

1.5 Liters per minute  1.1 Liters per minute  1.1 Liters per minute  1.1 Liters per minute  1.1 Liters per minute

Dual draw-o� Dual draw-o� Instant Instant

.58 Gallon/ .58 Gallon/ .4 Gallon/ .4 Gallon/

 2.2 Liters per minute  2.2 Liters per minute 1.5 Liters per minute 1.5 Liters per minute

Cup Clearance

Carafe 8.3”/210mm 8.3”/210mm 8.3”/210mm 8.3”/210mm 8.3”/210mm

Cup 5.1”/130 mm 5.1”/130 mm 5.1”/130 mm 5.1”/130 mm 5.1”/130 mm

Water Pressure min. 14.5 psi (1 bar) min. 14.5 psi (1 bar) min. 14.5 psi (1 bar) min. 14.5 psi (1 bar) min. 14.5 psi (1 bar)

Dimensions (hxwxd) 32”x12.8”x16.9” 32”x12.8”x16.9” 32”x12.8”x16.9” 32”x12.8”x16.9” 32”x12.8”x16.9”

812x325x482 mm 812x325x482 mm 812x325x482 mm 812x325x482 mm 812x325x482 mm

Attached

120V Cord & plug 5-15P Cord & plug 5-15P Cord & plug 5-15P Cord & plug 5-15P Cord & plug 5-15P

208V/240V - - - - -

Weight

Gross  58.91 lbs. / 26.7 kg 58.91 lbs. / 26.7 kg 58.91 lbs. / 26.7 kg 61.33 lbs. / 27.8 kg 61.33 lbs. / 27.8 kg

Nett 51.43 lbs. / 23.3 kg 51.43 lbs. / 23.3 kg 51.43 lbs. / 23.3 kg 53.86 lbs. / 24.4 kg 53.86 lbs. / 24.4 kg

The “Terms and Conditions” of Bravilor Bonamat LLC for any and all products or equipment 
solely govern the relationship between Bravilor Bonamat LLC and the Client. Warnings related 
to each product or each equipment are bundled with such product’s or equipment’s materials 
and the Client acknowledges that it shall review and solely rely upon such product or 
equipment materials.

Bravilor Bonamat continuously researches, develops and improves products and equipment. 
Bravilor Bonamat reserves the right to change specifications and designs without notice. Such 
revisions do not entitle the Client to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or 
replacements for previously purchased product or equipment. 


